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“whose face was smashed up" whe wag brought into the jail hallway. 
The FBI apparently did no further checking on Elrod's story after 

a check of its own records failed to show that Elrod was incarcerated 

in the Dallas City Jail on the weekend of! the assassination. Yet 
given the hectic state of events in the Dallas police station on the 
weekend in question, it seems entirely possible that Elrod could have 
been in the Dallas jail and his incarceration not properly recorded. 
Certainly on the day of the assassination there were people picked 
up and later released without any records] being kept as illustrated 
by the infamous three "tramps". Also, Elrod's story is not of the 
sensational nature that one would expect a fabrication to be. 

Fenn Jones, Jr.'s book, Forgive My Grief, I11 contains a report 

which might shed light on this subject. Quoting from page |51, 

Ww 

In a storeroom reserved for Jack Ruby at his apartment house, 
the police found a case of hand gernades, several M-1€ rifles, a 
Browning automatic rifle and several thousand rounds of ammunition." 

The Dallas detectives who searched Ruby's apartment were Guy F. 

Rose, H.M. Moore, and J.P. Adamcik. Mrs. (Curtis L.) Doris) Warner 

was the apartment manager on the day of the search. ( CE 2292) 

Questions 

1. Who were Whitter and Miller working with? Specifically, |who was 

in the Dodge sedan? What were the guns to be used for? With five 

law enforcement officers present at the transfer, why didn't anyone 

obtain the Dodge's license plate number? Why wasn't any effort made 

to follow it? . 

2. Were the other five weapons taken at the Terrell burglary ever 
2 

fa recovered ? If so, when and under what circumstances (Court records 

note that the whitter-Niller rifles were returned to a Captain 

‘Herbert G. Firtle of the Yexas National Guard) 

°3. Is Dallas ¢unsmith and purported (swald look-alike John |Thomas . 

Vasen connected with this activity 7 Reportedly agen was drrested 

on a firearms charge in mid-November, 1963 and had sold wedpons to 

members of Alpha 66. (Village Voice, 8/23/76) 1t is interesting to 

note that Masen's attorney was lete White,| an acquaintance jof Jack 

Ruby who had represented him in the past. ( See Crime and Coverup , 

pages 36-7) White told the FRI that he "ran into” Ruby in-the 

Dallas Courthouse on November 20, 1943. It) would be interesting to 

know if a) White was in the courthouse representing Masen that day 
, | 



or bh) if there were courtroom proceedings in the Whitter-h 

~lp. 

case this day. — 

4. Do Dallas records reflect the arrest and the incarcerat 

Elrod ? Would they necessarily so, if he Were incarcerated 
| weekend? 
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1. On the day of the assassination Jesse James Wiliiams reported 
to the police that he and his girlfriend accompanied a man 
to his room at the Grande Hotel in Dallas| where the man pu 

gun on them. James got the license plate number of the car 
was driving: Texas CD 1583. ( 24 H 229-30 

2. An FBI chronology of Ruby's activities reports that Nov 

1963 a Sammuel i. Baker, U.S. Army, ferrell, Texas visited 
Carousel Club. (CD 360.130) | 
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